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Articles worksheets for grade 3 with answers

An index article of content is the word that precedes a noun. There are three articles in English. Use a singular noun or one noun. If the next word starts with a vowel sound, we will. This article is important for writing sentences correctly. Without articles, words are not properly linked within a sentence. Here's a graphical preview of all
article worksheets: Our article worksheet is free to download and access in PDF format. Use these article worksheets at school or home. Our article worksheet grade levels are as follows; The K-5 Articles worksheet is a graphic preview of all kindergarten, first, second, third, fourth, and fifth grade article worksheets. To display a PDF
worksheet, click The Image. The 6th to 8th grade worksheet is a graphic preview of all grade 6, 7th and 8th grade workshops. To display a PDF worksheet, click The Image. The Grades 9-12 worksheet is a graphic preview of all grades 9, 10, 11 and 12 workshops. To display a PDF worksheet, click The Image. The answer is bold. 1. I
want an apple from that basket. 2. The church around the corner is progressive. 3. Ms. Lin speaks Chinese. (No article required) 4. I'm a pencil and a pencil from a pile of pens. 5. One student said the professor was late today. 6. Ellie loves volleyball. (No article required) 7. I bought an umbrella to go out in the rain. 8. My daughter is
learning to play the violin at school. 9. Please make a cake at the counter. 10. When I first came to town, I lived on the main street. (No article required) 11. Albany is the capital of New York State. (No article required) 12. My husband's family speaks Polish. (No article required) 13. Apples a day keep doctors away. 14. The ink on my pen
is red. 15. There are cats and dogs in our neighborhood. Back to the question, this article worksheet will help you practice how to use articles, a/an and clear articles, and documents indefinitely. The description and practice of the pictures is a great review activity to make you feel comfortable with these fundamental words in English. We
always use them, so it's very important that you know how to use them correctly! First, you should review the page that describes the document. Remember that we use a/a for nouns that we mention for the first time or are not specific. We use it for certain things. Take a look at the example below and remember how to use a clear and
indefinite document. Then complete the walkthring and check the answers at the end of the worksheet. Example: A/an We use a/an for nouns that can refer to certain kinds of things. Imagine, for example, that your uncle made cookies. You say: I want cookies! (You wanted one The cookies he created are not specific cookies. So, you a.)
The word cookie begins with the sound of a yer, so we use a. When words start with vowel sounds, we use vowel sounds. For example: a scientist had an idea. (We don't know anything about the idea, so it's not specific, the word idea starts with a vowel sound, so we use vowel sounds.) We use it for certain nouns when we know exactly
what we're talking about. Use as a singular or plurality of people. For example, Jack fell asleep in a green chair. (We know exactly what particular chair we're talking about.) Eric and Adam are coloring their eggs. (We know exactly what specific eggs we're talking about.) We also use it when there is only one of the things. For example: The
sun is shining today! (There is only one sun.) The first time I mention something in a vs. A/an story, we use a/an. After that, we use it. For example, Anna told Rick a secret. The secret was a big surprise! Rick later told Angela the secret. (We use it the first time we mention a secret, because after that, we know exactly what specific secrets
we're talking about.) Remember no articles in any case, we don't use articles. When we usually talk about something or we mention a city or country, we don't use articles. For example, a party is a lot of fun! (In general, parties are fun.) I went to Australia last year. (Australia is a country, so we don't use articles.) So, this is how we use
a/an, and in English. Now let's practice! Exercise A: A or exercise? View the photo, or complete the sentence with a.1. Bradley is a teacher __ she _ Emily _ in the middle of the park _ they _ exercise B: A, a, or no articles or none? Look at the photo, and complete the sentence without a, a, or article.1. We are in June _ he is giving her a
ring. _ Harold is angry. He _ John _ Dave in the car _ 6. James plucks a rabbit from a magician's hat. _ _ She _ She _ Caroline _ Answer Key Movement A: A or Exercise? 1. Bradley apologized to the teacher.2. She is holding a pencil.3. Emily is in the garden.4. There is a fountain in the middle of the park.5. They had an accident!
Exercise B: A, a, or no article?1. We visited the Taj Mahal in June.2. He is giving her a ring. Rings are very expensive!3. Harold is angry. He has an argument!4. John sees a yellow map.5. Dave is listening to the song in his car.6. James is pulling from the magician hat. Rabbits don't look happy!7. --- toys are important for children.8. She
is wearing a dress.9. She --- books for years.10. Caroline is racing. Registration and access: All answer key ad-free experience Premium/full-screen PDF Unlimited Access articles are used to represent the number of singular nouns (a, a) and specify which nouns are being talked about. A and indefinite article. They are commonly used to
refer to singular calculation nouns for the first time or not. Basic English grammar rules can be tricky. In this article, we'll start with the basics of sentence structure, punctuation, parts of speech, and more. There are two types of worksheet exercises in answer pDFs and articles about Class 3 CBSE: clear articles (in) and articles indefinitely
(a, a). We usually use the article 'a'' indefinitely first to mention any person or thing. In doing so, we don't need to be clear about what specific person we are or what we're referring to. When we refer back to the same person or thing, we use a clear article indicating the person or what has already been mentioned. Sometimes you don't
need to use one of the documents. This situation is called zero articles, the default A and inside is used to introduce noun words. We use A and An to talk about one person, animal or thing. Use 'A' for the first letter of a noun. Use 'Inside' when it's the first letter of a noun. 'The' is used in front of a special noun. We use 'A' before words that
start with you and the EU when it sounds like 'you'. Examples: Uniforms, eucalyptus, etc. we use 'inside' before silence 'h'. Example: Honest person, one hour, etc., 'The' is also used in front of noun words previously mentioned, introduced or discussed. Answer PDF A. Circle the correct articles in each sentence and practice the articles for
Class 3. 1. Dad wear old shoes to work in the yard. 2. Had bananas for lunch. 3. My family brought blankets to the football game. 4. Alex had a birthday party for his grandfather. 5. She used exit signs to find her way out of the building. B. Complete this passage by writing A, An, and correctly. 1. _ One day the rabbit was challenged. _
Turtle Garden _ 2. I write the correct article (a or a) for each noun_ C. 1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Answer basic and for practicing articles about Class 3 CBSE we use superlatives. Example:- Mount Everest is the highest peak. We use the Bible. Example:- This is the first time I've seen a rocket. He came to visit me the next day. We use it with
nouns like earth, moon, and sky. Example:- The Earth rotates around the sun. We use it as the name of river, lake, sea and mountain. Example: - Himalayas, Pacific We use as the name of holy books and newspapers. Example: - Tribune, Ramayana We use it as the name of a well-known building and monument. Example: White House,
Taj Mahal presentation reads picture story Depending on the story, answer the following questions: 1. What are india's most famous monuments? ____________ 2. What rivers are next to the Taj Mahal? ____________ 3. Name the title given to this historic place. _ Yesterday I saw a strange guy walking around the platform _ he was
sitting there _ he was sitting opposite me. _ _ It is _ B. Each sentence has a mistake. Highlight mistakes and write sentences correctly. 1. Sumit will meet us in an hour and a half. ________________________ 2. An old man met a young woman. ________________________ 3. The plane took to the skies. ________________________
4. The river is the most sacred river in India. ________________________ 5. The Indian is known for his hospitality. ________________________ 6. The French are known for their stylish clothes. ________________________ 7. Located in Delhi, red port. ________________________ 8. He traveled all over the world.
________________________ 9. He is as brave as a lion. ________________________ 10. She is as wise as an owl. _ 1. _ 2. Mohan _ 3. _ 4. _ 5. I have _ 6. _ 7. I wore it yesterday _ 8. I will go Tomorrow. I will buy a hat, _ reader interaction
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